Introduction
For each E ∈F (D), let E * f = {F * |F ⊆ E and F ∈ f (D)}. Then * f is also a semistar operation on D. It is clear that ( * f ) f = * f and F * = F * f for F ∈ f (D). If * = * f , then * is called a semistar operation of finite character. So * f is of finite character. The v-, t-, and d-operations are the most well-known examples of semistar operations. The v-operation is defined by E v = (D : (D : E)) and the t-operation is defined by t = v f . The d-operation is just the identity function onF (D), that is,
The notion of semistar operations was introdced by Okabe and Matsuda [10] and have been studied by many researchers (cf. [1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11] 
= ET is a semistar operation of finite character on D [10] . In particular, if P is a prime ideal of D, then 
* is an overring of D. Also, it is easy to see that the map
Proof. (1) Let P be a prime ideal of D, and let E * P = ED P for all E ∈F (D). Then * P is a semistar operation of finite character on D (in particular, if P = (0), then E * P = K for all E ∈F (D)). It is clear that if P and Q are prime ideals of D, then P = Q ⇔ D P = D Q ⇔ * P = * Q . Thus the second and third inequalities hold. The first and fourth inequalities are clear.
(2) This follows directly from the definition of the (Krull) dimension.
Proposition 2. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (4) This follows directly from Lemma 1(1) and the fact that for P, Q ∈ Spec(D), 1.
In this case,D and D P are valuation domains such thatD D P for all non-maximal prime ideals P of D.
Proof. 
(2) ⇒ (1) Clear.
(2) ⇒ (3) Let T be an overring of D. Then * T ∈ SF c(D), and hence either * T = * D or * T = * P for some P ∈ Spec(D). If * T = * P , then [3, Corollary 19.7] ). Then V = D P for all P ∈ Spec(D), and thus V =D by (3) . Similarly, we have that D P is a valuation domain andD D P for each non-maximal prime ideal P of D. ), be the canonical ring homomorphism. Then ϕ is onto and the kernel of ϕ is 
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We need a lemma for the proof of Theorem 6.
Lemma 5. Let P 1 , P 2 be incomparable prime ideals of D, and let * be the semistar operation on D defined by
Proof. Let P be a prime ideal of D. Case 1. P P 1 . Then P *
2 . So * = * P . Case 3. P 1 P . Then P P 2 , and hence
* . So * = * P . Case 4. P is not comparable to P 1 . If P is comparable to P 2 , then * = * P by Cases 1,2, and 3. If P is not comparable to P 2 , then P
* , and thus * = * P . For the "in particular" part, note that * is of finite character [8, Theorem 2.4], and hence { * P | P ∈ Spec(D)} ∪ { * } ⊆ SF c(D) and
In [8, Theorem 4.3] , Mimoumi proved the equivalence of (2) and (3) of Theorem 6 under the assumption that D is not quasi-local.
Theorem 6. If Spec(D) is not linearly ordered, then the following are equivalent.
3. D is a Prüfer domain with two maximal ideals P 1 and P 2 such that each non-maximal prime ideal of D is contained in
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) and (3) Let P 1 , P 2 be incomparable prime ideals of D, and let * be the semistar operation on D defined by E * = ED P 1 ∩ ED P 2 for all E ∈F (D). Then * is a semistar operation of finite character [8, Theorem 2.4 ] and * = * P for all P ∈ Spec(D) by Lemma 5. Hence SF c(D) = { * P | P ∈ Spec(D)} ∪ { * } by (1) . Note that if there is a prime ideal P of D such that P is not comparable to P 1 or P 2 , then the semistar operation defined by E * i = ED P ∩ ED P i is different form * and * P ; so |Spec(D)| + 2 ≤ |SF c(D)|, a contradiction. Thus P 1 , P 2 are comparable to each prime ideal in Spec(D) \ {P 1 , P 2 }. The same argument also shows that Spec(D) \ {P 1 , P 2 } is linearly ordered.
Next, assume that D is quasi-local with maximal ideal M . Then M = P i for i = 1, 2. Note that * D ∈ SF c(D) and D * D =D; so if P is a non-maximal prime ideal of D, then * D = * P . Also, note that (6) ⇒ (5) Let P 1 and P 2 be incomparable prime ideals of D, and let R = D P 1 ∩ D P 2 . Then R = D P for all P ∈ Spec(D), and so [D, K] = {D P | P ∈ Spec(D)} ∪ {R} by (6) . As in the proof of (1) ⇒ (2) and
